R&B SUPERVISOR
For our ambition to innovate and truly being different we are looking for a R&B Supervisor who supervises the
daily operation of our Dutch eatery Persijn, Persijn bar, Grab and Go Corner and in room dining. These outlets
are built around the pioneering Dutch Cuisine movement to honour and value the delicious Dutch-grown
products. Using nothing but locally sourced ingredients, including fresh produce from our very own
greenhouse, we show how innovative and amazing Dutch cuisine can be.
Our ideal R&B Supervisor is a team builder and storyteller. If this sounds like your dream job, we are looking
for you!
Job overview
As R&B Supervisor you supervise the daily operation of our Dutch eatery Persijn (breakfast, lunch and dinner),
Grab and Go Corner, in room dining and Persijn bar. You are responsible for a part of the day-to-day operation
and work closely together with the Restaurants & Bars team. You make sure your colleagues feel appreciated,
come up with ideas to reward the team and motivate every individual to create memorable experiences for
our guests. As storytelling champion you’re an example for others and you tell the story behind our concepts,
food items and beverages.
Who are you
Food and beverage is your passion and you have experience as Waiter or Supervisor in a restaurant or bar. You
are ready for your next step in your young career. You are hands on, can motivate a team and have an eye for
details. You speak and write fluent English and Dutch is a plus.
What we offer
You will be part of an amazing young and ambitious team. Together with you, we will create a personal
development plan. We offer many development possibilities, of the job and on the job. As being part of
InterContinental Hotels Group, growing opportunities are available within our own brands and in other hotels
worldwide.
Do you like to travel around the world? We do offer a wide portfolio of hotels, where you can enjoy a discount
on rooms and F&B. We also know that it is important to show your friends and family your working place, that
is why we offer a friends and family discount throughout the hotel.
To have a great start at the beginning of your Colleague journey we start with 2 days of a complete brand
immersion. These 2 days include an overnight stay, breakfast, lunch in Persijn and drinks in Juniper & Kin. This
way you immediately enjoy our guest experience and the impact of your responsibilities.
QO Amsterdam offers many other benefits like a day off on or around your birthday. We would love to tell you
all about the benefits in our first meeting.
Sounds good to you?
Join us! Send your CV and motivational letter to hr@qo-amsterdam.com. Or send us a Whatsapp message with
your motivational letter and CV to +31 (0) 657859629.

